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    Abstract

        
            Development of this pyrotechnic occurred because of the need for a static insensitive material to meet personnel safety requirements and related system safety issues in nuclear weapon energetic material component designs. Ti subhydride materials are made by the thermal dehydrding of commercial Ti hydride powder to the desired equivalent hydrogen composition in the Ti lattice. These Ti subhydrides, when blended with K perchlorate, meet the static insensitivity requirement of not being initiated from an equivalent human body electrostatic discharge. Individual material and blend qualification requirements provide a reproducible material from lot to lot. These pyrotechnic formulations meet the high reliability requirements (0.9995) for initiation and performance parameters and have the necessary stability and compatibility to meet long lived requirements of more than 25 years. Various experiences and problems are also discussed that have led to a mature technology for Ti subhydride/K perchlorate during its use in energetic material component designs.
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                    Titanium subhydride potassium perchlorate (TiH1.65/KClO4) burn rates from hybrid closed bomb-strand burner experiments.

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Cooper, Marcia; Oliver, Michael
                            

                    A hybrid closed bomb-strand burner is used to measure the burning behavior of the titanium subhydride potassium perchlorate pyrotechnic with an equivalent hydrogen concentration of 1.65. This experimental facility allows for simultaneous measurement of the closed bomb pressure rise and pyrotechnic burn rate as detected by electrical break wires over a range of pressures. Strands were formed by pressing the pyrotechnic powders to bulk densities between 60% and 90% theoretical maximum density. The burn rate dependance on initial density and vessel pressure are measured. At all initial strand densities, the burn is observed to transition from conductive to convective burningmore » within the strand. The measured vessel pressure history is further analyzed following the closed bomb analysis methods developed for solid propellants.« less
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                    Microstructural investigation of thermally treated titanium subhydrides

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Wang, P; Wittberg, T; Wolf, J
                            

                    The ignition of titanium subhydride/potassium perchlorate pyrotechnic blends is influenced by the diffusion of oxygen into the titanium subhydride fuel. The following work is a preliminary study of the microstructural changes that take place during the dehydriding of titanium subhydride. Samples of TiH/sub 1/ /sub 63/ were dehydrided at temperatures between 625 and 775/sup 0/C. In the partially dehydrided samples, evidence of three different phases - ..cap alpha.. Ti (hexagonal), ..beta.. Ti (cubic), and ..gamma.. TiH/sub 2/ (cubic) - was seen. Microstructural examination of a TiH/sub 1/ /sub 15/ sample that had a layered structure is also reported. A furnacemore » constructed for hydriding titanium foils is also described. Titanium subhydride foils having the stoichiometries TiH/sub 1/ /sub 53/ and TiH/sub 0/ /sub 87/ were prepared using this furnace.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Thermal Diffusivity and Specific Heat Measurements of Titanium Potassium Perchlorate Titanium Subhydride Potassium Perchlorate 9013 Glass 7052 Glass SB-14 Glass and C-4000 Muscovite Mica Using the Flash Technique

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Specht, Paul; Cooper, Marcia
                            

                    The flash technique was used to measure the thermal diffusivity and specific heat of titanium potassium perchlorate (TKP) ignition powder (33wt% Ti - 67wt% KP) with Ventron sup- plied titanium particles, TKP ignition powder (33wt% Ti - 67wt% KP) with ATK supplied titanium particles, TKP output powder (41wt% Ti - 59wt% KP), and titanium subhydride potassium perchlorate (THKP) (33wt% TiH 1.65 - 67wt% KP) at 25°C. The influence of density and temperature on the thermal diffusivity and specific heat of TKP with Ventron supplied titanium particles was also investigated. Lastly, the thermal diffusivity and specific heats of 9013 glass, 7052more » glass, SB-14 glass, and C-4000 Muscovite mica are presented as a function of temperature up to 300° C.« less
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                    A low cost igniter utilizing an SCB and titanium sub-hydride potassium perchlorate pyrotechnic

                    
                        Conference
                            Bickes, Jr, R; Grubelich, M; Hartman, J; ... 
                            

                    A conventional NSI (NASA standard initiator) normally employs a hot-wire ignition element to ignite ZPP (zirconium potassium perchlorate). With minor modifications to the interior of a header similar to an NSI device to accommodate an SCB (semiconductor bridge), a low cost initiator was obtained. In addition, the ZPP was replaced with THKP (titanium subhydride potassium perchlorate) to obtain increased overall gas production and reduced static-charge sensitivity. This paper reports on the all-fire and no-fire levels obtained and on a dual mix device that uses THKP as the igniter mix and a thermite as the output mix.
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                    Stability of the pyrotechnic mixture titanium hydride (TiH/sub x/)/potassium perchlorate (KClO/sub 4/)

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Massis, T; Morenus, P; Merrill, R
                            

                    A study of TiH/sub x//KClO/sub 4/ (x = 0.1 to 1.9) has been conducted to determine the stability of the pyrotechnic formulation. The reaction kinetics were measured by monitoring water formation and chloride ion concentration in bulk, pellet, and component geometry. It was found that the stability of the pyrotechnic mix increased as the hydrogen content in the titanium hydride was decreased and approached that found for titanium/potassium perchlorate. The reaction appears to be influenced by the amount of water present in the pyrotechnic plus the amount of surface evolved hydrogen from the titanium lattice.
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